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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which protocol is used to carry the media data endpoints?
Selece exactly 1 answer(3) from the following:
A. H.323
B. RTCP
C. RTP
D. SIP
E. TCS4
F. TCP/IP
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization wants to be alerted when an unauthorized Amazon
EC2 instance in its VPC performs a network port scan against
other instances in the VPC. When the Security team performs its
own internal tests in a separate account by using pre-approved

third-party scanners from the AWS Marketplace, the Security
team also then receives multiple Amazon GuardDuty events from
Amazon CloudWatch alerting on its test activities.
How can the Security team suppress alerts about authorized
security tests while still receiving alerts about the
unauthorized activity?
A. Install the Amazon Inspector agent on the EC2 instances that
the Security team uses.
B. Add the Elastic IP addresses of the Security team's EC2
instances to a trusted IP list in Amazon GuardDuty.
C. Grant the Security team's EC2 instances a role with
permissions to call Amazon GuardDuty API operations.
D. Use a filter in AWS CloudTrail to exclude the IP addresses
of the Security team's EC2 instances.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Trusted IP lists consist of IP addresses that you have
whitelisted for secure communication with your AWS
infrastructure and applications. GuardDuty does not generate
findings for IP addresses on trusted IP lists. At any given
time, you can have only one uploaded trusted IP list per AWS
account per region. Threat lists consist of known malicious IP
addresses. GuardDuty generates findings based on threat lists.
At any given time, you can have up to six uploaded threat lists
per AWS account per region.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/guardduty/latest/ug/guardduty_uploa
d_lists.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company wants to provision access to conference rooms using
OIM. The reservation should contain the start and end date of
the reservation, the name of the conference room, and the
location code.
Which three steps are required to Implement a Disconnected
Application Instance for
Conference Room access provisioning based on the previous
description? (Choose three.)
A. Create a Sandbox in OIM Self Service Console.
B. Modify the Form generated by default when creating the
Disconnected Application
Instance.
C. Create a Disconnected Application Instance named
"ConferenceRoom Reservation".
D. Create a Sandbox in OIM Administration Console.
E. Add a child form for the reservation entitlements.
F. Create a Form to represent a Conference Room Reservation.
Answer: B,C,D
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